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Abstract
Purpose: To accelerate the acquisition of simultaneously high spatial and angular resolution diffusion
imaging.
Methods: Accelerated imaging is achieved by recovering the diffusion signal at all voxels simultaneously from under-sampled k-q space data using a compressed sensing (CS) algorithm. The diffusion signal
at each voxel is modeled as a sparse complex Gaussian mixture model. The joint recovery scheme enables
incoherent under-sampling of the 5-D k-q space, obtained by randomly skipping interleaves of a multi-shot
variable density spiral trajectory. This sampling and reconstruction strategy is observed to provide considerably improved reconstructions than classical k-q under-sampling and reconstruction schemes. The complex
model enables to account for the noise statistics without compromising the computational efficiency and theoretical convergence guarantees. The reconstruction framework also incorporates compensation of motion
induced phase errors that result from the multi-shot acquisition.
Results: Reconstructions of the diffusion signal from under-sampled data using the proposed method
yields accurate results with errors less that 5% for different accelerations and b-values. The proposed method
is also shown to perform better than standard k-q acceleration schemes.
Conclusion: The proposed scheme can significantly accelerate the acquisition of high spatial and angular
resolution diffusion imaging by accurately reconstructing crossing fiber architectures from under-sampled
data.

Keywords: compressed sensing, high angular resolution diffusion imaging, non-Cartesian, incoherent
sampling, high spatial resolution, joint reconstruction.
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Introduction
Diffusion MRI is a unique and sensitive imaging technique employed to estimate the white matter architecture of the human brain in-vivo (1, 2). This technique characterizes the orientational information of the
underlying tissue microstructure by measuring the thermally induced self-diffusion of water molecules in
the brain parenchyma (3). This enables identification of white matter bundles in the brain, which has several
research and clinical applications.
Conventional clinical diffusion imaging protocols are only capable of achieving voxel volumes in the
range of 8-27 mm3 , which are about 2-3 orders of magnitude bigger than the underlying axonal structures
(4). Such resolution remains insufficient to fully capture the complex axonal configurations often encountered in many areas of interest such as the highly convoluted gyral white matter or the subcortical fascicles.
Partial volume artifacts have been shown to adversely affect the accuracy of the derived anisotropy metrics, while studying these structures (5–7). Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI) based tractography results are
also severely compromised at such low spatial resolutions (8). High Angular Resolution Diffusion Imaging
(HARDI) methods provide a more accurate representation of the underlying geometry and have been shown
to perform well in regions of interdigitating fibers. Accurate quantification of diffusion measures also demands high angular resolution (9). However, these HARDI schemes can be prohibitively time-consuming
and still may not resolve curved fibers or differentiate crossing from kissing bundles when the spatial resolution is not sufficient. In order to better resolve the fiber structure ambiguity resulting from lower resolutions,
simultaneously high spatial and angular resolutions are essential. This requires increased sampling of kspace and q-space resulting in prohibitively long scan times.
Several techniques were introduced to accelerate diffusion imaging in recent years. Fast scan techniques
such as fast/turbo spin-echo schemes have been used to reduce the scan times in high spatial resolution diffusion imaging (10, 11). Limited field of view (FOV) approaches were introduced to image a specific brain
region with high spatial and angular resolution in a realistic scan time (5). Super-resolution methods (12) and
noise reduction techniques (13, 14) may also be considered as acceleration schemes since they circumvent
the need to collect multiple averages and/or extra diffusion directions. Most of the above methods rely on
the acquisition of the data at Nyquist sampling rate. Recently, several schemes that rely on under-sampling
the acquisition space were introduced to accelerate diffusion imaging (15–30). For example, parallel imaging methods under-sample the k-space and rely on data from multiple coils to reconstruct alias-free images
at high spatial resolution (15, 16). Partial k-space imaging uses image phase constraints to avoid collecting
all of the k-space data (17–20). Similarly q-space acceleration techniques such as half q-space imaging
leverages the symmetry characteristics in q-space to significantly under-sample in that domain (21, 22).
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Compressed sensing methods (23–30) rely on sparsity of the diffusion signal in various transform domains
to reconstruct relevant images from fewer q-space measurements.
The main focus of this paper is to simultaneously achieve high spatial and angular resolution diffusion imaging without compromising the FOV, while maintaining a reasonable scan time. To accelerate the
acquisition, we under-sample the combined k-q space jointly and incoherently. We also introduce a joint
model-based reconstruction scheme that uses compressed sensing (CS) (31–33) to recover the diffusion orientation distribution function (ODF) directly from under-sampled multi-channel k-space data. This scheme
recovers the diffusion signal at all the voxels simultaneously from the k-q data, thus enabling to exploit the
spatial regularity (25, 34) of the diffusion signal. We model the multi-modal diffusion weighted MR signal
at each voxel as a weighted linear combination of Gaussian basis functions of different orientations. Since
the number of fiber bundles that can be recovered from any given voxel is finite at the typical diffusion
imaging resolutions, the above model is sparse (35). While the specific diffusion model that we employ is
similar to the existing Gaussian mixture model that include an isotropic component (36–38), it differs from
the existing model in the following aspect: the coefficients of the Gaussian basis functions are permitted
to be complex; the magnitude of the complex coefficients are the volume fractions of the Gaussians. This
modification helps to account for the image phase, which is often non-zero and spatially varying due to
non-idealities in the acquisition scheme such as B0 inhomogeneities and motion.
The proposed joint recovery scheme is in contrast to existing two-step methods that first recover the
diffusion weighted images from under-sampled k-q data using parallel imaging reconstructions (such as
SENSE, GRAPPA etc.) and then fit a diffusion model to the magnitude data (23, 25). In addition to facilitating incoherent k-q space under-sampling, the proposed direct estimation scheme also enables to accurately
account for the noise statistics without sacrificing the computational efficiency or global convergence guarantees. Several studies have shown the benefit in accounting for the Rician distribution of the noise in
magnitude diffusion weighted imaging (39–41). However, the corresponding algorithms for CS are not
guaranteed to converge to the global minimum since the cost function is not convex (39). In contrast, since
the noise in k-space is Gaussian distributed, the log-likelihood simplifies to the quadratic data term for the
proposed scheme; efficient algorithms guaranteed to converge to global minimum do exist in this setting.
We adapt the multi-shot variable density spiral trajectory (SNAILS) (42) to jointly under-sample k-q
space. The object of interest is imaged using a relatively high number of diffusion directions. However, the
k-space of each diffusion direction is considerably under-sampled by skipping multiple random interleaves
of the multi-shot spiral. We randomize the interleaves that are skipped for the different directions, such that
the k-q space is evenly and incoherently under-sampled (Fig. 1(e)). A preliminary version of this work was
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published in (43). We extend this work in this paper and validate it using retrospectively under-sampling.
Recently two other k-q acceleration methods have been proposed (29, 30) in the context of accelerating DTI.

Methods
Incoherent Under-sampling of k-q Space
Current under-sampling strategies used in diffusion imaging falls into one of the categories illustrated in
Fig. 1. We employ the under-sampling strategy illustrated in Fig. 1(e) and will refer to our method as the
incoherent k-q scheme from here on. In order to jointly and incoherently under-sample the combined k-q
space, we start with a multi-shot variable-density spiral k-space trajectory that can provide the desired high
spatial resolution. We incoherently under-sample the k-space of each q-space point by skipping multiple
interleaves of the spiral; a set of uniformly spaced interleaves with randomized angular offsets are used
to sample each q-space point. Thus, for every k-space location, the q-space is under-sampled and viceversa. This approach is aimed at collecting high-resolution information from both domains, at the same
time reducing redundancy in the k-q sampling. Note that here we introduce the incoherence by randomizing
the angular offsets of the spirals for each q-space point. Other ways of inducing incoherence can also be
used.
Sparse Diffusion Model
We model the diffusion signal at each voxel using a Gaussian mixture model. Specifically, the diffusion signal consists of one isotropic and several anisotropic diffusion components, with diffusivity d.
The anisotropic part of the diffusion is modeled using a cigar shaped tensor having a single dominant direction. Such a tensor having a dominant diffusion direction along the x-axis is assumed to be: D =
[1700 0 0; 0 300 0; 0 0 300]×1e−6 mm2 /s (23, 25). We define Nbf basis direction vectors to adequately
cover the q-space. Diffusion tensors Di oriented primarily along these basis directions are computed a-priori
as follows:
Di = Ri DRTi for i = 1, 2, ...., Nbf ,

[1]

where Ri is a rotation matrix that rotates the tensor oriented primarily along x-axis to a tensor oriented
primarily along each of the basis directions. The diffusion signal s, measured using diffusion sensitizing
parameter b and diffusion gradient orientation g at a given voxel, can then be modeled as:

s(b, g) = s0 {f0 e−bd +
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where s0 is the non-diffusion weighted signal, d is the diffusivity for which an appropriate value of 1×10−3
mm2 /s is assumed (44, 45), and Di is the tensor oriented primarily along each of the basis directions. The
exponentials in Eq. [2] form the Gaussian basis functions. We allow the coefficients, fi , of the Gaussian
basis functions to be complex in our model. This allows the model to also capture the phase of the signal
(e.g., resulting from magnetic field inhomogeneity and motion). The normalized magnitude values of fi
correspond to the volume fractions of the different components present in the model. For the Nq q-space
points measured using the diffusion gradient, gq , q = 1, 2, ...., Nq , Eq. [2] results in a set of linear equations
as follows:
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For a given voxel, the set of Eqs. in [3] can be written in matrix formulation as:
s = Av,

[4]

where s is a vector of length Nq , A is of size Nq × (Nbf + 1) and v is of length (Nbf + 1). We normalize the
energy of the Gaussian basis vectors, which are the columns of the A matrix in Eq. [3] so as to give equal
weights to the isotropic basis functions as well. Since the diffusion tensors D0i s are already defined, the
only unknowns in the model are the coefficients of each diffusion component. To estimate these unknown
coefficients in all the voxels, we stack si ; i = 1, 2, ...., N 2 along the rows of the matrix S to form
S = VAT ,

[5]

where S is the matrix of diffusion weighted images of size N 2 × Nq and V is of size N 2 × (Nbf + 1); vi
forms the ith row of V. Then, the q th column of S, denoted by sq , corresponds to the diffusion-weighted
image collected along the q th diffusion direction.
The number of fiber orientations possible in any given voxel in the brain is expected to be finite at the
spatial resolution in this study. When some orientations are not present in a voxel, the volume fraction (magnitude of fi ) of those corresponding tensors will be zero. Thus, the above model provides a strictly sparse
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representation of the diffusion signal in the brain when the actual diffusivity in a specific voxel matches the
parameters assumed in the model. The model can account for small changes in diffusivities that naturally
occur in the brain at the expense of sparsity. For example, a broader Gaussian (larger diffusivity) may be well
approximated as the linear combination of several narrow Gaussians (smaller diffusivity). Thus, any performance degradation due to mismatched parameters is expected to be graceful. Besides, our experimental
results show good reconstructions at a range of accelerations, indicating the utility of this model.
An analytical expression for the diffusion ODF for the model in Eq. [2] is given by (46)
N

3

bf
X
(gqT D−1
gq )− 2
d
pi
Ψ(b, gq ) = f0
.
+
fi
4π
4π det(Di )

[6]

i=1

Sparsity-Constrained Reconstruction with Motion Compensation
Since the assumed model provides a sparse representation for the diffusion signal, we use an `1 regularized reconstruction to recover the sparse coefficients. We propose a joint reconstruction of the ODF
coefficients directly from the under-sampled multi-channel k-space data.
Motion during diffusion encoding induces phase errors in diffusion imaging; motion between the shots in
a multi-shot spiral acquisition could result in considerable artifacts in the reconstruction, if left uncorrected.
We adapt the simultaneous phase correction and SENSE reconstruction method introduced in (47) to recover
the images directly from the k-space data. However, instead of reconstructing individual diffusion weighted
images, we reconstruct the ODF coefficient images by incorporating the diffusion model matrix A also
in the forward model. We compute the coil sensitivities corresponding to each coil using a sum-of-square
estimate from a fully-sampled non-diffusion weighted image that we collect during the scan. We estimate the
motion-induced phase errors1 corresponding to each shot and diffusion direction using the k-space data from
the center portion of the self-navigated spiral trajectory; note that this does not require fully sampled k-space
data. We compute the composite sensitivity maps, P, as the product of the motion induced phased errors and
coil sensitivity profiles as discussed in (47). More rigorous approaches as discussed in (48) can account for
any high frequency variations in the motion induced phase errors. Then, the k-space measurement matrix Y
can be modeled as:

Y = H(V) + ,
1

[7]

In this study, we ignore the effect of noise in the estimated phase, which is used in the forward model. Further studies are
needed to fully understand these effects, which is beyond the scope of the present work.
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where Y is a matrix of size (Ni × Nc × Nk ) × Nq ; Nk , Ni , and Nc are respectively the number of k-space
points per interleaf, the number of interleaves, and the number of coil elements.  is measurement noise
that is Gaussian distributed. Then, yq , the q th column of Y corresponds to the k-space measurement using
the q th diffusion direction. The measured k-space data corresponding to the k-space location ki on the ith
interleaf using coil c for the q th diffusion direction is given by:

yq (ki , c) =

X

T

sq (r)Pq,i,c (r) e−j 2πkq,i r .

[8]

r

Here, Pq,i,c (r) holds the motion induced phase error weighted by the coil sensitivities, for the voxel
location r for the cth coil, ith interleaf and q th diffusion direction and is part of the image encoding function.
The Fourier exponentials are evaluated on the non-Cartesian k-space locations of the spiral interleaves that
are played out for the diffusion directions. sq (r) is the diffusion signal at voxel location r for the q th
diffusion weighted image. The computation of H(V) for the q th diffusion direction using Eq. [5] and [8] is
illustrated using a block diagram given in Fig. 2 .
For Nq < (Nbf + 1), Eq. [7] results in an under-determined system with Nbf + 1 unknowns in every
voxel. We formulate the recovery of the ODF coefficients as a non-linear sparse optimization problem that
minimizes the `1 norm of the coefficients. Since we recover the coefficients in all the voxels jointly, the
spatial regularity that exists in the fiber structures in adjacent voxels can be used as an additional constraint.
This spatial regularization is imposed on the diffusion images using a total variation (TV) penalty in our
final optimization problem:
V∗ = arg min ||H(V) − Y||2`2 + β1
V |
{z
}
data consistency

kVAT kT V
| {z }

spatial regularization

+ β2

kVk`1
| {z }

,

[9]

sparsity penalty

where ||VAT ||T V = ||∇(VAT )||`1 . Since the noise in k-space is Gaussian distributed, we obtain the data
consistency term in Eq. [9] as the log-likelihood of the probability distribution function of the data in Eq.
[7]. The above cost function being convex, any local minimum is also a global minimum 2 . The iterative
re-weighted least squares method that we employ is shown to converge to the global minimum (51, 52).
We implemented the `1 minimization in Eq. [9] as an iterative re-weighted `2 norm minimization (53).
The resulting convex optimization problem is minimized using a conjugate gradient (CG) algorithm with 100
iterations and 20 re-weightings. Since the Fourier transforms are evaluated on non-Cartesian trajectories,
2

If the solution is sparse and the operator H satisfies the null-space property, the global minimum is guaranteed to be unique
(49, 50).
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CG-NUFFT algorithms are used (54). The current implementation in MATLAB with Jacket on a Linux
workstation with NVDIA Tesla GPU takes about 3 hours to converge. Once the optimal coefficients are
obtained, the diffusion images and ODF are reconstructed using the forward models defined by Eq. [2] and
Eq. [6] respectively.
Datasets for Validation
We use three in-vivo datasets and a simulated data for the validation of the various methods. In-vivo
brain data of two healthy adult volunteers were collected in accordance with the Institutional Review Board
of the University of Iowa. The first volunteer was imaged on a Siemens TIM Trio 3T MR scanner with
maximum gradient amplitude of 45 mT/m and slew rate of 200 T/m/sec using a 12 channel head coil.
A variable density spiral sequence with the following specifications was used for the first dataset: FOV =
20cm, with a 192x192 matrix, resulting in an in-plane spatial resolution of 1.04 x 1.04 mm2 . 10 slices
were acquired with slice thickness of 2.5 mm using a b-value of 1200 s/mm2 . A single fully-sampled nondiffusion weighted image and 64 fully sampled diffusion-weighted images were collected using 22 spatial
interleaves, α = 8 and readout duration of 18.6 ms. TE/TR was 61/2500ms, resulting in a total scan time
of 60 mins for the full dataset. For a higher b-value acquisition at b = 2000 s/mm2 , the first volunteer
was scanned using a variable density spiral sequence with the following specifications: FOV = 20cm, with
a 192x192 matrix, resulting in an in-plane spatial resolution of 1.04 x 1.04 mm2 . 10 slices were acquired
with slice thickness of 3 mm and a slice gap of 1.5 mm to include slices from the inferior regions of the
brain also. A single fully-sampled non-diffusion weighted image and 64 fully sampled diffusion-weighted
images were collected using 22 spatial interleaves, α = 10 and readout duration of 19.3 ms. TE/TR was
100/2500ms, resulting in a total scan time of 60 mins for the full dataset. A second volunteer was also
scanned using the same above parameters, except that 17 slices with a slice thickness of 3 mm and 0.6 mm
slice gap were collected to maximize the number of possible slice acquisitions per TR. We did not aim for a
full brain acquisition in the current study due to the excessive scan time (>2 hours) required to acquire the
fully sampled data in such case.
We test the robustness of the reconstruction schemes to noise on a simulated data that resemble the
main fiber structures in the human brain. The steps for creating the simulated data are included in the
supplementary materials.
Experiments
In the following section, we study the performance of four different acceleration schemes and two different reconstruction schemes by doing a retrospective under-sampling of the in-vivo datasets. We also define
9

three error metrics for the validation of the various experiments.
Various Acceleration Schemes

1. Proposed method: incoherent k-q under-sampling; joint optimization: The k-q space is jointly undersampled using the incoherent scheme illustrated in Fig. 1(e). Accelerations of 2, 4, 8 and 11 are tested
as follows: to achieve an acceleration factor of R, we choose 22/R uniform random spatial interleaves to
sample the k-space for each of the 64 diffusion directions. The k-q under-sampled data obtained this way is
used to reconstruct the ODF coefficients using the joint recovery scheme given in Eq. [9].
2. k-only under-sampling; two-step optimization: The acceleration comes solely from under-sampling
the k-space. R = 2, 4, 8 and 11 are tested by using the k-only scheme illustrated in Fig. 1(b). Reconstructions are performed by following the standard two-step procedure. First, the individual diffusion weighted
images are reconstructed from the under-sampled data using TV regularization. For the q th diffusion direction, the diffusion weighted image s̃q is reconstructed as:
s̃q = argmin ||J (sq ) − yq ||2`2 + β1 ||sq ||T V ; q = 1, ..., Nq ,
s

[10]

where J (sq ) is computed using Eq. [8]. The ODF coefficients are then recovered from the Nq magnitude
diffusion weighted images using sparsity constraint.
V∗ = argmin ||VAT − |S̃|||2`2 + β2 ||V||`1
V

[11]

3. Q-only under-sampling; two-step optimization: The acceleration comes from under-sampling the
q-domain alone. Acceleration by a factor of R is achieved by keeping 64/R diffusion directions and fully
sampling their associated k-space. We use 32, 16 and 8 diffusion directions, that span the q-space uniformly,
to test R =2, 4 and 8 respectively. The same two-step procedure stated in Eq. [10, 11] is used to recover the
ODF coefficients from the q-only under-sampled data.
4. Hybrid k-q under-sampling; two-step optimization: Here the acceleration R comes from undersampling the k- and q-space separately. Acceleration Rk in the k-domain is achieved by under-sampling
the k-space using the same set of interleaves for every q-space point. Acceleration Rq in the q-domain is
achieved by sampling only a subset of the q-space points. Combined acceleration of R = 4 is tested by
combining Rk = 2 and Rq = 2. Combined acceleration of R = 8 is tested by combining (i) Rk = 2 and
Rq = 4 , (ii) Rk = 4 and Rq = 2. The two-step scheme in Eq. [10, 11] is used to reconstruct the ODFs from
the under-sampled k-q data.
Various Reconstruction Schemes
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5. Joint vs two-step magnitude-based schemes: To study the effect of noise on performance of the two
reconstruction schemes, complex Gaussian noise is added to the k-space predictions of the simulated data
at three noise levels: (i) no noise, (ii) complex Gaussian noise with half the noise variance as that of the
in-vivo k-space data, and (iii) complex Gaussian noise with full noise variance as that of the in-vivo k-space
data. ODFs are reconstructed using the two reconstruction schemes from the fully sampled data at the three
noise levels.
Effect of Under-sampling Patterns on the Reconstruction Schemes

To better understand the effect of the various under-sampling schemes on the reconstruction functional
employed, the following experiments are also performed:
6. Uniform k-only under-sampling; joint optimization: The k-space is under-sampled using the pattern
shown in Fig. 1(b) and the ODF coefficients are recovered using the joint optimization scheme given in Eq.
[9]. Various accelerations are tested on simulated and in-vivo data.
7. Incoherent k-q under-sampling; two-step optimization: The incoherent under-sampling scheme as
illustrated in Fig. 1(e) is used to under-sample the k-q space and the ODF coefficients are recovered using
the two-step optimization scheme given in Eq. [10, 11]. Various accelerations are tested on simulated and
in-vivo data.
Error Metrics for Validation

For the purpose of error quantification, we use the ground truth ODFs for the simulated data. For the
in-vivo data, a reference ODF is created from the full dataset consisting of 64 directions and 22 interleaves.
We compare the ODFs reconstructed using all the schemes along a fixed set of (N̂q =) 2562 points that are
obtained by the 4th order tessellation of an icosahedron. To quantify the error in the reconstructed ODFs,
three error metrics are computed. The normalized sum-of-squares error (NSSE) quantifies the deviation of
the reconstructed ODF values (Ψrec ) from the reference ODF values (Ψref ) at all the 2562 points.
P

x,y,z,N̂q

N SSE =

P

(||Ψref − Ψrec ||22 )

x,y,z,N̂q

||Ψref ||22

.

[12]

Average angular error (AAE) calculates the angular deviation of the ODF peaks from the true ODF
peaks.
AAE =

1
Nvoxels

X 180
(
arccos (u0 .û)).
π
x,y,z

[13]

Here, u0 is the true direction of the ODF peak, û is the estimated direction and Nvoxel is the number of
voxels being considered. ODF peaks are determined by comparing each ODF point against all the points
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in a local neighborhood defined by a cone of 10 degrees and keeping all values that are greater than 30%
of the maximum ODF value. In the case of over/under-estimation of peaks, the reconstructed peaks are
first matched with the reference peaks. The angle of the extra/missing peak is also used in finding the
average angular error. Rate of false peak (RFP) detection represents the error in the number of ODF peaks
reconstructed, where Pref and Prec are the true and estimated number of peaks in each voxel respectively.
(||Pref − Prec ||22 )

P
RF P =

x,y,z

P

x,y,z

||Pref ||22

.

[14]

Results
To ensure fair comparison between various methods, β1 and β2 are optimized for each algorithm and
various settings (such as acceleration levels, b-values). Since a reference dataset is available in all of our
experiments, the optimal β1 and β2 are obtained by picking the parameters that result in minimum angular
error compared to the reference dataset. Our specific choices of β1 and β2 are provided in the Table 1
for the various experiments. When a reference dataset is not available, efficient schemes to choose the
regularization parameters are available (55, 56). L-surface based methods (57, 58) are employed when two
regularization parameters are to be optimized.
Comparison of various under-sampling schemes
Figures 3-8 shows the results from the various experiments done on in-vivo datasets. Figure 3 shows
the plots of the three error quantification metrics for the different schemes computed on the in-vivo dataset
collected at b= 1200 s/mm2 . These plots show the superior performance of the proposed incoherent k-q
scheme with joint reconstruction compared to other schemes. The NSSE error is less than 3%, the average
angular error is between 5 to 8 degrees and the rate of false peaks is about 5-8% for the proposed method at
all accelerations. The ODFs reconstructed using the various schemes for a region of the brain with abundant
fiber crossings are shown in Fig. 4. For a reference, an RGB image of the region is shown in Fig. 4(a)
that was obtained from a single tensor fit and weighted by fractional anisotropy (FA) values. The ODFs
reconstructed from the fully sampled data as well as the under-sampled data for this region are included in
the figure. Visual inspection of the ODFs reconstructed using the different methods show clear differences.
Clearly, the ODFs reconstructed using the incoherent k-q scheme using joint reconstruction provide a more
accurate reconstruction.
The proposed method was also tested on a higher b-value acquisition. Figure 5 shows the plot of the
reconstruction errors from two different slices of the in-vivo data collected for the first subject at b= 2000
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s/mm2 . Figure 5(b)-5(d) shows the error plots from a superior slice of the brain with lots of fiber crossings
and is far from regions affected by susceptibility and cardiac pulsation effects. Figure 5(f)-5(h) shows the
error plots from an inferior slice of the brain that is subject to susceptibility and cardiac pulsation effects.
The incoherent k-q scheme using the joint reconstruction is observed to perform better in both the slices
compared to the other methods. The higher reconstruction errors observed in the inferior slice may be due
to the presence of more gray matter regions in the inferior slice compared to the superior slices. The ODFs
reconstructed using the various schemes from different regions of the brain are shown in Fig. 6. Figure 7
shows the results of the same experiments repeated on a second subject; the same trends of performance
are observed here also. The optimal regularization parameters estimated from the first subject (reported in
Table 1) were used in all the experiments performed on the second subject. This explains the slightly higher
errors observed in the second dataset. Our experiments (not shown here) reveal that comparable errors
can be obtained in the second dataset if the parameters were independently optimized. While selecting the
parameters based on fully sampled ground truth is un-realistic in prospectively under sampled experiments,
it may be possible to adapt the risk estimation based parameter optimization strategies (59, 60), which is
beyond the scope of this work.
To verify the fact that the inaccurate noise modeling amplifies the error in the two-step schemes, ODFs
are reconstructed from the fully sampled k-q data of the simulated data at three different noise levels. The
reconstruction errors for the three cases are plotted in Fig. 2 in the supplementary materials. The plot
shows that in the absence of noise, the two reconstruction schemes show similar performance. However, as
the noise level increases, the reconstruction error gets higher in the two-step scheme compared to the joint
scheme even at no acceleration.
The effect of a specific under-sampling pattern on the reconstruction scheme employed is studied in
Fig. 8 and in Fig. 3 in the supplementary materials. It is observed from the plots that the joint reconstruction scheme employing incoherent under-sampling of the k-q space provides the best results. For the
two-step optimization scheme, the k-only under-sampling scheme resulted in better angular estimates and
peak detection; however, the NSSE error estimate does not exhibit a consistent pattern.
Table 2 lists the acquisition time of the various methods for different accelerations. It is evident from
this table and the reconstruction errors that the proposed incoherent k-q scheme with joint reconstruction
can efficiently accelerate the acquisition of simultaneously high spatial and angular resolution data.

Discussion
In spite of the obvious benefits of combining high angular and spatial resolution, prohibitively long ac-
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quisition times have made such acquisitions challenging with conventional diffusion imaging techniques. In
this work, we introduce a novel CS algorithm that is aimed at accelerating such acquisitions. The proposed
scheme relies on improvements to the three key components of the CS scheme: model, acquisition scheme,
and reconstruction. A complex partial volume model, which can represent the diffusion signal at all voxels
and account for the phase of the diffusion signal is introduced. It enables the direct estimation of the coefficients from the measured k-space data. In addition to enabling flexible sampling of the k-q measurement
space, this approach also enables to accurately account for noise statistics without compromising computational efficiency or convergence guarantees. Combined with the incoherent k-q under-sampling strategy, the
above improvements result in a framework that enables to considerably reduce the scan time with minimal
loss in accuracy. Specifically, our results show that accurate reconstruction with less than 5% reconstruction error is possible by using only 2-3 spatial interleaves per diffusion direction. This corresponds to an
acquisition time of 6-8 mins for 17 slices at full FOV with a spatial resolution of 1mm2 in-plane.
Limitations and Future Work

A limitation of the validation in the current work is the absence of a true gold standard. Since there is
no universally accepted gold-standard in HARDI, we have restricted our comparisons with fully sampled
data, recovered using the same diffusion model. Thus it may overlook some of the confounds that cannot
be modeled by the specific model. Hence, our results convey that the information that can be recovered
from the fully sampled data using the diffusion model is still recoverable with sufficient accuracy from
under-sampled data also.
Another drawback of the proposed scheme is its long reconstruction time (about 24 seconds per iteration)
due to the large volume of data being used. Several improvements can be made to speed up the reconstruction
on various fronts. For example, a significant fraction of reconstruction time is spent for motion compensation
during every iteration. This time is proportional to the number of motion induced phase errors. By exploiting
the redundancy in the motion-induced phase errors between shots, this step can be made faster (61). The
reconstruction algorithm may also be made faster by replacing the conjugate gradient by faster methods like
augmented Lagrangian (62) or split-Bregman methods (63). We plan to undertake these in our future work.
One possible enhancement to the current reconstruction framework is to further constrain the diffusion
model. In the current implementation, the complex coefficients of the diffusion basis functions at specific
voxel are assumed to be independent. However, at the current spatial scales, the coefficients in a specific
voxel can be safely assumed to have the same phase. Since this reduces the number of degrees of freedom,
this constraint may provide improved recovery. However, the resulting bi-linear optimization problem does
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not have global convergence guarantees.
Although our model can capture the diffusion signal with reasonably good accuracy with the assumed
diffusivity value, the fact that diffusivity is fixed is a weakness of our model. A more general model that can
represent diffusion at all scales and is also sparse would be highly beneficial.
Since diffusion imaging is a signal-starved modality, SNR is a concern due to various reasons. In this
context, a multi-shell sampling strategy may be worth exploring. By distributing the diffusion measurements
onto different shells in q-space, the higher SNR of the lower shells and the higher resolving power of the
higher shells may be combined (64, 65). Future work may extend the framework introduced here to multishell acquisitions.
In conclusion, we have proposed a novel under-sampling and reconstruction method to accelerate the
acquisition of high angular and spatial resolution diffusion imaging. We showed that by under-sampling
the combined k-q space jointly and incoherently and using a sparse model and a compressed sensing reconstruction, we can achieve high accelerations sufficient to enable high angular and spatial resolution diffusion
imaging within a reasonable scan time.
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Legends
Fig. 1: Illustration of various HARDI acquisition schemes using a multi-shot spiral k-space trajectory. (a)
In a fully sampled acquisition, a large number of diffusion directions are collected at full-Nyquist sampling
of the k-space points. The yellow dots on the black sphere represent the q-space points sampled. The
different shots of the multi-shot k-space trajectory are represented using different colors. (b) Spatial
under-sampling strategies (uniform k-only under-sampling) such as parallel imaging, under-sample the
k-space of all the diffusion directions uniformly. All q-space points are sampled, however, the k-space of
each q-space point is under-sampled; here only 4 shots are used and the same 4 shots are used for all
q-space points. (c) Angular under-sampling schemes (q-only under-sampling) under-sample the q-space by
collecting fewer diffusion directions. Only a subset of q-space points is sampled; here the k-space is fully
sampled using all the 8 shots. (d) Hybrid k-q under-sampling schemes uniformly under-samples the
k-space as well as the q-space independently. (e) The proposed incoherent k-q under-sampling scheme
jointly and incoherently under-samples the combined k-q space. Here, each q-space point is sampled at
different k-space locations using random k-space shots. Only 4 shots are used here; however instead of
using the same 4 shots for all q-space points, they are sampled using different shots.
Fig. 2: Forward model showing the computation of H(V) for the q th diffusion direction. The various
symbols are defined as follows: V is the coefficient image, aq is the q th row of the diffusion model matrix
A, sq is the diffusion weighted image corresponding to the q th diffusion direction, Pq,i,j are the composite
sensitivity matrices corresponding to the q th diffusion direction, ith interleaf and j th coil, Fq,i is the
NUFFT matrix corresponding to the q th diffusion direction and ith interleaf and yq is the k space
measurement corresponding to the q th diffusion direction.
Fig. 3: Error plots of reconstruction of in-vivo data at b =1200 s/mm2 . (a) Normalized sum of square error
of the ODFs, (b) average angular error, (c) rate of false peaks plotted against acceleration.
Fig. 4: In-vivo data at b=1200 s/mm2 : (a) Boxed region marked shows the reference anatomical location
in the brain for which the ODFs are plotted, (b) ODF of fully sampled data, (c) ODF reconstructed using
incoherent k-q scheme at R=8, (d) ODF reconstructed using k-only scheme at R=8, (e) ODF reconstructed
using q-only scheme at R=4. At acceleration of R=4, the angular resolution of the q-only scheme is
compromised. The performance of k-only scheme is better than the q-only scheme. However, at R=8,
k-only scheme fails to accurately represent the ODF profiles at many regions marked (arrows marked
within in the three ovals). ODFs reconstructed using the incoherent k-q scheme resemble the fully sampled
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data more closely.
Fig. 5: Plots of reconstruction errors from two different slices of subject 1 collected at b =2000 s/mm2 .
Slice #1 is from the superior part of corpus callosum. Slice #2 is an inferior region that is prone to
pulsatility and susceptibility effects. (b), (c) and (d) are the normalized sum of square error of the ODFs,
average angular error, and rate of false peaks respectively for the slice shown in (a). (f),(g) and (h) are the
normalized sum of square error of the ODFs, average angular error, and rate of false peaks respectively for
the slice shown in (e).
Fig. 6: In-vivo data at b=2000 s/mm2 for subject 1 : (a) Boxed region marked shows the reference
anatomical location in the brain for which the ODFs are plotted, (b) ODF of fully sampled data, (c) ODF
reconstructed using incoherent k-q scheme at R=8, (d) ODF reconstructed using k-only scheme at R=8, (e)
ODF reconstructed using q-only scheme at R=4. At acceleration of R=4, the angular resolution of the
q-only scheme is severly compromised. The performance of k-only scheme is better than the q-only
scheme. However, at R=8, k-only scheme fails to accurately represent the ODF profiles at many regions
marked. ODFs reconstructed using the incoherent k-q scheme resembles the fully sampled data more
closely.
Fig. 7: Plots of reconstruction errors from two different slices of subject 2 collected at b =2000 s/mm2 .
Slice #1 is from the superior part of corpus callosum. Slice #2 is an inferior region that is prone to
pulsatility and susceptibility effects. (b), (c) and (d) are the normalized sum of square error of the ODFs,
average angular error, and rate of false peaks respectively for the slice shown in (a). (f),(g) and (h) are the
normalized sum of square error of the ODFs, average angular error, and rate of false peaks respectively for
the slice shown in (e).
Fig. 8: Plots of reconstruction errors from subject 1 and subject 2 collected at b =2000 s/mm2 using
various acquisition schemes. The joint optimization scheme was tested using incoherent k-q
under-sampling (blue solid line) and uniform k-only under-sampling scheme(blue dotted line). Similarly,
the two-step optimization scheme was tested using uniform k-only under-sampling scheme (red solid line)
and incoherent k-q under-sampling scheme (red dotted line). Normalized ODF errors (b, f), average
angular error (c, g) and rate of false peaks(d, h) are shown.
Table 1: Regularization parameters for various experiments.
Table 2: Acquisition time in minutes corresponding to various acceleration schemes.
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(a) fully sampled acquisition

(b) uniform k-only under-sampling

(d) hybrid k-q under-sampling

(c) uniform q-only under-sampling

(e) incoherent k-q under-sampling

Figure 1: Illustration of various HARDI acquisition schemes using a multi-shot spiral k-space trajectory. (a)
In a fully sampled acquisition, a large number of diffusion directions are collected at full-Nyquist sampling
of the k-space points. The yellow dots on the black sphere represent the q-space points sampled. The
different shots of the multi-shot k-space trajectory are represented using different colors. (b) Spatial undersampling strategies (uniform k-only under-sampling) such as parallel imaging, under-sample the k-space of
all the diffusion directions uniformly. All q-space points are sampled, however, the k-space of each q-space
point is under-sampled; here only 4 shots are used and the same 4 shots are used for all q-space points.
(c) Angular under-sampling schemes (q-only under-sampling) under-sample the q-space by collecting fewer
diffusion directions. Only a subset of q-space points is sampled; here the k-space is fully sampled using
all the 8 shots. (d) Hybrid k-q under-sampling schemes uniformly under-samples the k-space as well as the
q-space independently. (e) The proposed incoherent k-q under-sampling scheme jointly and incoherently
under-samples the combined k-q space. Here, each q-space point is sampled at different k-space locations
using random k-space shots. Only 4 shots are used here; however instead of using the same 4 shots for all
q-space points, they are sampled using different shots.
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H(V)

(a)

Figure 2: Forward model showing the computation of H(V) for the q th diffusion direction. The various
symbols are defined as follows: V is the coefficient image, aq is the q th row of the diffusion model matrix
A, sq is the diffusion weighted image corresponding to the q th diffusion direction, Pq,i,j are the composite
sensitivity matrices corresponding to the q th diffusion direction, ith interleaf and j th coil, Fq,i is the NUFFT
matrix corresponding to the q th diffusion direction and ith interleaf and yq is the k space measurement
corresponding to the q th diffusion direction.
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Table 1: Regularization parameters for various experiments
method
β 0 s R=2
R=4
R=8 R=11
2
b = 1200s/mm
β1 5e-06
1e-05
1e-05 1e-04
incoherent k-q
β2 5e-04
5e-04
1e-04 1e-04
k-only

β1
β2

hybrid k-q;32 dir

β1
β2

hybrid k-q;16dir

β1
β2

q-only

β1
β2

1e-04
5e-05

1e-04
5e-05

1e-04
5e-05

1e-04
2e-05

1e-04
2e-05

1e-04
5e-05

1e-04
2e-05
1e-03
5e-06

1e-03
5e-06

1e-04
5e-06
5e-06
1e-03

1e-06
1e-03
1e-04
1e-04

incoherent k-q

β1
β2

5e-06
5e-03

b = 2000s/mm2
5e-06
1e-03

k-only

β1
β2

1e-04
1e-04

1e-04
1e-04

1e-04
1e-04

hybrid k-q;32 dir

β1
β2

1e-03
1e-04

5e-04
1e-04

hybrid k-q;16dir

β1
β2

q-only

β1
β2

5e-03
1e-04
5e-03
1e-04

5e-03
1e-04
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1e-02
1e-04

incoherent k-q; joint
k-only; two-step
q-only; two-step
hybrid k-q 32 dir; two-step hybrid k-q 16 dir; two-step
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Figure 3: Error plots of reconstruction of in-vivo data at b =1200 s/mm2 . (a) Normalized sum of square
error of the ODFs, (b) average angular error, (c) rate of false peaks plotted against acceleration.
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(a) Region of interest

Figure 4: In-vivo data at b=1200 s/mm2 : (a) Boxed region
marked shows the reference anatomical location in the brain for
which the ODFs are plotted, (b) ODF of fully sampled data,
(c) ODF reconstructed using incoherent k-q scheme at R=8, (d)
ODF reconstructed using k-only scheme at R=8, (e) ODF reconstructed using q-only scheme at R=4. At acceleration of
R=4, the angular resolution of the q-only scheme is compromised. The performance of k-only scheme is better than the
q-only scheme. However, at R=8, k-only scheme fails to accurately represent the ODF profiles at many regions marked (arrows marked within in the three ovals). ODFs reconstructed using the incoherent k-q scheme resemble the fully sampled data
more closely.

(b) reference ODF

(c) incoherent k-q scheme; R=8

(d) k-only scheme; R=8

(e) q-only scheme; R=4
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Figure 5: Plots of reconstruction errors from two different slices of subject 1 collected at b =2000 s/mm2 .
Slice #1 is from the superior part of corpus callosum. Slice #2 is an inferior region that is prone to pulsatility
and susceptibility effects. (b), (c) and (d) are the normalized sum of square error of the ODFs, average
angular error, and rate of false peaks respectively for the slice shown in (a). (f), (g) and (h) are the normalized
sum of square error of the ODFs, average angular error, and rate of false peaks respectively for the slice
shown in (e).
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(a) Region of interest

Figure 6: In-vivo data at b=2000 s/mm2 for subject 1 : (a)
Boxed region marked shows the reference anatomical location in the brain for which the ODFs are plotted, (b) ODF
of fully sampled data, (c) ODF reconstructed using incoherent k-q scheme at R=8, (d) ODF reconstructed using k-only
scheme at R=8, (e) ODF reconstructed using q-only scheme
at R=4. At acceleration of R=4, the angular resolution of
the q-only scheme is severly compromised. The performance of k-only scheme is better than the q-only scheme.
However, at R=8, k-only scheme fails to accurately represent the ODF profiles at many regions marked. ODFs reconstructed using the incoherent k-q scheme resembles the
fully sampled data more closely.

(b) reference ODF

(c) incoherent k-q; R=8

(d) k-only; R=8

(e) q-only;R=4
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Figure 7: Plots of reconstruction errors from two different slices of subject 2 collected at b =2000 s/mm2 .
Slice #1 is from the superior part of corpus callosum. Slice #2 is an inferior region that is prone to pulsatility
and susceptibility effects. (b), (c) and (d) are the normalized sum of square error of the ODFs, average
angular error, and rate of false peaks respectively for the slice shown in (a). (f), (g) and (h) are the normalized
sum of square error of the ODFs, average angular error, and rate of false peaks respectively for the slice
shown in (e).
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Figure 8: Plots of reconstruction errors from subject 1 and subject 2 collected at b =2000 s/mm2 using
various acquisition schemes. The joint optimization scheme was tested using incoherent k-q under-sampling
(blue solid line) and uniform k-only under-sampling scheme (blue dotted line). Similarly, the two-step
optimization scheme was tested using uniform k-only under-sampling scheme (red solid line) and incoherent
k-q under-sampling scheme (red dotted line). Normalized ODF errors (b, f), average angular error (c, g) and
rate of false peaks(d, h) are shown.
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Table 2: Acquisition time in minutes corresponding to various acceleration schemes.
Method
R=1 R=2 R=4 R=8 R=11
incoherent k-q
60
30 16.25
8
5.3
k-only
60
30 16.25
8
5.3
hybrid k-q; 32 dir 60
15.58 8.9
hybrid k-q; 16 dir 60
8.25
q-only
60
30 15.58 8.25 6.41
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Supplementary material
Simulated data and experiements
We create a numerical simulation data from an in-vivo human dataset that was collected at a b-value of
1200 s/mm2 with 60 diffusion directions. This data was collected using a variable density spiral trajectory
with 22 interleaves at a spatial resolution of 1mm x 1mm x 1.5 mm with an 8 channel head coil. The diffusion
images corresponding to the 60 diffusion directions were reconstructed using a SENSE reconstruction and
motion corrected. Using the model matrix A that was created for the 60 diffusion directions, the dominant
diffusion directions in each voxel of the in-vivo data were found using a matching pursuit algorithm in a
greedy fashion (1). Diffusion components were fit to the signal in each voxel until the error between the
simulated signal and the real signal were below a fixed value. Thus, the number of diffusion directions
in each voxel varied and were determined automatically based on the residual error after fitting. Once the
diffusion basis functions were obtained this way, the simulated diffusion weighted images was obtained
using the forward model in Eq. [5]. Then, k-space data corresponding to each channel and spiral interleaf
were computed for 60 diffusion directions using Eq. [8] without the motion error. Complex Gaussian noise
was added to the k-space predictions of the dataset such that the noise variance of the k-space data for each
channel and each diffusion direction matched that of the in-vivo data from which it is created. Figure 1
shows the ODF of simulated data for a small region of the brain.
To study the effect of noise on the joint and two-step reconstruction schemes, we performed the following experiment on the simulated data. ODFs were reconstructed using the joint k-q scheme and two-step
scheme from the fully sampled data at three noise levels: (i) no noise was added, (ii) complex Gaussian
noise with half the noise variance as that of the in-vivo k-space data was added, and (iii) complex Gaussian
noise with full noise variance as that of the in-vivo k-space data was added. The reconstruction errors for
these three cases were computed and are plotted in Fig. 2. The plot shows that in the absence of noise, the
two schemes shows similar performance. However, as the noise level increase, the reconstruction error is
higher in the two-step scheme compared to the joint scheme even at no acceleration.
The effect of the various under-sampling patterns on the reconstruction scheme employed were studied
on the simulated data. Reconstructions were performed under four different settings. The simulated k-space
data was under-sampled using incoherent k-q under-sampling and reconstructed using (i) the joint reconstruction scheme and (ii) the two-step reconstruction scheme. Similarly, the k-q data was under-sampled
using the uniform k-only under-sampling scheme and reconstructed using (i) the joint reconstruction scheme
and (ii) the two-step reconstruction scheme. The results of the these experiments are plotted in Fig. 3. It
is observed from the plots that the joint reconstruction scheme employing incoherent under-sampling of the
1

k-q space provides the best results.

2

Legends
Fig 1: Numerical data simulated from an in-vivo brain region : (a) RGB map of the in-vivo brain data from
which the simulated data was created, (b) Ground truth ODF (without noise) corresponding to the boxed
region in (a).
Fig 2: Effect of noise on reconstruction. The blue graph represents the joint reconstruction and the red graph
represents the two-step magnitude based scheme. In the absence of noise, the two schemes shows similar
performance. As noise level increases, the error in the two-step magnitude-based scheme increases because
of the inaccurate noise modeling.
Fig 3: Effect of under-sampling pattern on reconstruction. The blue graph represents the joint reconstruction
scheme that reconstructs the ODF directly from k-q data. The blue solid line represents the plots using the
incoherent k-q under-sampling pattern and the blue dotted line represents plots using the uniform k-only
under-sampling. The red graph represents the scheme that reconstructs the ODF using the two-step scheme.
The red solid line represents the plots using the uniform k-only under-sampling pattern and the red dotted
line represents plots using the incoherent k-q under-sampling pattern.
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(a)
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Figure 1: Numerical data simulated from an in-vivo brain region : (a) RGB map of the in-vivo brain data
from which the simulated data was created, (b) Ground truth ODF (without noise) corresponding to the
boxed region in (a).
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Figure 2: Effect of noise on reconstruction. The blue graph represents the joint reconstruction and the red
graph represents the two-step magnitude based scheme. In the absence of noise, the two schemes shows
similar performance. As noise level increases, the error in the two-step magnitude-based scheme increases
because of the inaccurate noise modeling.
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Figure 3: Effect of under-sampling pattern on reconstruction. The blue graph represents the joint reconstruction scheme that reconstructs the ODF directly from k-q data. The blue solid line represents the plots
using the incoherent k-q under-sampling pattern and the blue dotted line represents plots using the uniform
k-only under-sampling. The red graph represents the scheme that reconstructs the ODF using the two-step
scheme. The red solid line represents the plots using the uniform k-only under-sampling pattern and the red
dotted line represents plots using the incoherent k-q under-sampling pattern.
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Supplementary Figure
Under-sampled Reconstruction of Non-diffusion Weighted Image for Various Accelerations
Acc= 1

(a) fully-sampled
Acc= 2

(b) R=2
Acc= 11

(f) error image for R=2

Acc= 4

Acc= 8

(c) R=4

(d) R=8

Acc= 11

Acc= 11

(g) error image for R=4

(h) error image for R=8

Acc= 11

(e) R=11
Acc= 11

(i) error image for R=11

Figure 4: The effect of under-sampling demonstrated on the non-diffusion weighted image collected from
dataset 2 using standard gridding reconstruction. (a) fully sampled reconstruction. (b) and (f) are the reconstruction from R=2 and its difference from the fully sampled image in (a). (c) and (g) are the reconstruction
from R=4 and its difference from the fully sampled image in (a). (d) and (h) are the reconstruction from
R=8 and its difference from the fully sampled image in (a). (e) and (i) are the reconstruction from R=11 and
its difference from the fully sampled image in (a).
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